Typical Cross Section
Not to Scale

Filter fabric material
Mirafi 100x or equal

Staples or wire rings at 24" spacing

6"x6"x14 Ga. welded wire fabric or equal.

Bury bottom of filter fabric in 8"x8" trench.

Elevation
Not to Scale

Filter fabric material

Staples or wire rings at 24" spacing

6"x6"x14 Ga. welded wire fabric or equal.

Bury bottom of filter fabric in 8"x8" trench.

Posts at 4' O.C.
No. 1 grade or equal.

Welded Wire Fabric Backing

Filter Fabric Material

Flow

Washed Rock

2"x4" Douglas Fir or Steel "T" or "U"

20" Min

16" Min

8"

8"

16"